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Abstract
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machine, and Leroy’s Zinc abstract machine.
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1 Introduction

The Krivine machine and the CEK machine are probably the simplest examples of
abstract machines—i.e., first-order state-transition functions [37]—implementing an
evaluation function of the λ-calculus [16, 24, 30]. Like many other abstract machines
for languages with binding constructs, they are environment-based, i.e., roughly, one
component of each machine configuration stores terms that are substituted for free
variables during the process of evaluation. The transitions of each machine provide
an explicit way of handling substitution. In contrast, the traditional presentations of
the λ-calculus [9, page 9] [6, page 51] implicitly specify the β-rule using a meta-level
notion of substitution:

(λx.t0) t1 → t0{t1/x}

On the right-hand side of this rule, all the free occurrences of x in t0 are simulta-
neously replaced by t1 (which may require auxiliary α-conversions to avoid variable
capture). Most implementations, however, do not realize the β-rule using actual sub-
stitutions. Instead, they keep an explicit representation of what should have been
substituted and leave the term untouched. This environment technique is due to
Hasenjaeger in logic [43, § 54] and to Landin in computer science [32]. In logic, it
makes it possible to reason by structural induction over λ-terms (since they do not
change across β-reduction), and in computer science, it makes it possible to compile
λ-terms (since they do not change at run time).

To bridge the two worlds of actual substitutions and explicit representations of
what should have been substituted, various calculi of ‘explicit substitutions’ have
been proposed [1, 12, 13, 29, 34, 41, 42]. The idea behind explicit substitutions is to
incorporate the notion of substitution into the syntax of the language and then specify
suitable rewrite rules that realize it.

In these calculi, the syntax is extended with a ‘closure’ (the word is due to Landin
[32]), i.e., a term together with its lexical environment. Such an environment is hereby
referred to as ‘substitution’ to follow tradition [1, 12]. Moreover, variables are often
represented with de Bruijn indices [21] (i.e., lexical offsets in compiler parlance [38])
rather than explicit names; this way, substitutions can be conveniently regarded as
lists and the position of a closure in such a list indicates for which variable this closure
is to be substituted.

Thus, in a calculus of explicit substitutions, β-reduction is specified using one rule
for extending the substitution with a closure to be substituted, such as

((λt)[s]) c → t[c · s],

where c is prepended to the list s, and another rule that replaces a variable with the
corresponding closure taken from the substitution, such as

i[s] → c,

where c is the ith element of the list s.
Calculi of explicit substitutions come in two flavors: weak calculi, typically used

to express weak normalization (evaluation); and strong calculi, that are expressive
enough to allow strong normalization. The greater power of strong calculi comes from
a richer set of syntactic constructs forming substitutions (for instance, substitutions
can be composed, and indices can be lifted). In this article, we consider weak calculi.
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This work: We present a simple method for deriving an environment machine from
the specification of a one-step reduction strategy in a weak calculus of closures. The
method consists in ‘refocusing’ the evaluation function [20], coalescing two steps into
one, and unfolding the data type of closures.

We first consider Curien’s original calculus of closures λρ [12]. Curien argues that
his calculus mediates between the standard λ-calculus and its implementations via
abstract machines. He illustrates his argument by constructing the Krivine machine
from a multi-step normal-order reduction strategy.

We observe, however, that one-step reductions cannot be expressed in λρ and
therefore in Section 2, we propose a minimal extension—the λρ̂-calculus—to make
it capable of expressing such computations. In Section 3, we present a detailed
derivation of the Krivine machine [10, 12, 27] from the specification of the normal-
order one-step strategy in λρ̂. In Section 4, we outline the derivation of its applicative-
order analog, the CEK machine [24]. In Section 5, we outline the derivation of the
original version of Krivine’s machine [31] and of its applicative-order analog, which
we identify as Leroy’s Zinc abstract machine [33]. In Section 6, we consider a space
optimization for call by name that originates in Algol 60, and we characterize it as
the machine counterpart of an extra contraction rule in the λρ̂-calculus. In Section 7,
we draw a bigger picture before concluding in Section 8.

Prerequisites and notation: We assume a basic familiarity with the λ-calculus,
explicit substitutions, and abstract machines [12]. We also follow standard usage and
overload the word “closure” (as in: a term together with a substitution, a reflexive
and transitive closure, a compatible closure, and also a closed term) and the word
“step” (as in: a derivation step, a decomposition step, and one-step reduction).

Reduction in the λ-calculus: As a reference point, let us specify the one-step
and multi-step reduction relations in the standard λ-calculus.

We first recall the formulation of the λ-calculus with de Bruijn indices. Terms
are built according to the following grammar:

t ::= i | t t | λt,

where i ranges over natural numbers (greater than 0).
In the λ-calculus, one-step reduction is defined as the compatible closure of the

notion of reduction given by the β-rule [6, Section 3.1]:

(β) (λt0) t1 → t0{t1/1}

where t0{t1/1} is a meta-level substitution operation (with suitable reindexing of
variables). As for the compatible closure, it is built according to the following com-
patibility rules:

(ν)
t0 → t′0

t0 t1 → t′0 t1
(µ)

t1 → t′1
t0 t1 → t0 t′1

(ξ)
t → t′

λt → λt′

Weak (nondeterministic) subsystems are obtained by discarding the ξ-rule. The
usual deterministic strategies are obtained as follows:
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• The normal-order strategy is obtained by a further restriction, disallowing also
the right-compatibility rule (µ). In effect, one obtains the following normal-
order one-step reduction strategy for the λ-calculus, producing weak head nor-
mal forms:

(β) (λt0) t1 →n t0{t1/1}

(ν)
t0 →n t′0

t0 t1 →n t′0 t1

Alternatively, the normal-order strategy can be expressed by the following rule:

t0 →∗

n λt′0
t0 t1 →n t′0{t1/1}

A rule of this form specifies a multi-step reduction strategy (witness the reflex-
ive, transitive closure used in the premise).

• The applicative-order strategy imposes a restriction on the β-rule:

(βv) (λt0) t1 →v t0{t1/1} if t1 is a value

Values are variables (de Bruijn indices) and λ-abstractions.

The following restriction on the right-compatibility rule (µ) makes the reduction
strategy deterministically proceed from left to right:

(ν)
t0 →v t′0

t0 t1 →v t′0 t1

(µ)
t1 →v t′1

t0 t1 →v t0 t′1
if t0 is a value

The following restriction on the left-compatibility rule (ν) makes the reduction
strategy deterministically proceed from right to left:

(ν)
t0 →v t′0

t0 t1 →v t′0 t1
if t1 is a value

(µ)
t1 →v t′1

t0 t1 →v t0 t′1

2 One-step reduction in a calculus of closures

In this section we first briefly review Curien’s original calculus of closures λρ [12], and
then present an extension of λρ that facilitates the specification of one-step reduc-
tion strategies. We illustrate the power of the extended calculus with the standard
definitions of normal-order and applicative-order strategies.

2.1 Curien’s calculus of closures

The language of λρ [12] has three syntactic categories: terms, closures and substitu-
tions:

(Term) t ::= i | t t | λt
(Closure) c ::= t[s]

(Substitution) s ::= • | c · s

3



Terms are defined as in the λ-calculus with de Bruijn indices. A λρ-closure is a pair
consisting of a λ-term and a λρ-substitution, which itself is a finite list of λρ-closures
to be substituted for free variables in the λ-term. We abbreviate c1 · (c2 · (c3 · . . . (cm ·
•) . . .)) as c1 · · · cm.

The weak reduction relation
ρ
→ is specified by the following rules:

(Eval)
t0[s]

ρ
→∗ (λt′0)[s′]

(t0 t1)[s]
ρ
→ t′0[(t1[s]) · s′]

(Var) i[c1 · · · cm]
ρ
→ ci if i ≤ m

(Env)
c1

ρ
→∗ c′1 . . . cm

ρ
→∗ c′m

t[c1 · · · cm]
ρ
→ t[c′1 · · · c

′

m]

where
ρ
→ ∗ is the reflexive, transitive closure of

ρ
→. Reductions are performed on

closures, and not on individual terms. The grammar of weak head normal forms is
as follows:

cnf ::= (λt)[s] | (i t1 . . . tm)[s],

where i is greater than the length of s. If we restrict ourselves to considering only
closures with no free variables (i.e., closures t[s] whose term t is closed by the substi-
tution s), then weak head normal forms are closures whose term is an abstraction.

The rules of the calculus are nondeterministic and can be restricted to define
a specific deterministic reduction strategy. For instance, the normal-order strategy

(denoted
ρ
→n) is obtained by restricting the rules to (Eval) and (Var). This restriction

specifies a multi-step reduction strategy because of the transitive closure used in the
(Eval) rule.

2.2 A minimal extension to Curien’s calculus of closures

The λρ-calculus is not expressive enough to specify one-step reduction because the
specification of one-step reduction requires a way to “combine” intermediate results
of computation—here, closures—to form a new closure that can be reduced further.
In λρ, there is no such possibility. A simple solution is to extend the syntax of closures
with a construct denoting closure application. We denote it simply by juxtaposition:

(Term) t ::= i | t t | λt
(Closure) c ::= t[s] | c c

(Substitution) s ::= • | c · s

With the extended syntax we are now in position to define the one-step reduction
relation as the compatible closure of the notion of (a closure-based variant of) β-
reduction:

(β) ((λt)[s]) c
bρ
→ t[c · s]

(ν)
c0

bρ
→ c′0

c0 c1

bρ
→ c′0 c1

(µ)
c1

bρ
→ c′1

c0 c1

bρ
→ c0 c′1

(Var) i[c1 · · · cm]
bρ
→ ci if i ≤ m

(App) (t0 t1)[s]
bρ
→ (t0[s]) (t1[s])

(Sub)
ci

bρ
→ c′i

t[c1 · · · ci · · · cm]
bρ
→ t[c1 · · · c′i · · · cm]

for i ≤ m
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The λρ̂-calculus is nondeterministic and confluent. The following proposition formal-
izes the simulation of λρ reductions in λρ̂ and vice versa.

Proposition 1 (Simulation). Let c0 and c1 be λρ-closures. Then the following
properties hold:

a. If c0

ρ
→ c1, then c0

bρ
→∗ c1.

b. If c0

bρ
→∗ c1, then c0

ρ
→∗ c1.

Proof. The proofs are done by induction:

Property a: We define the complexity of derivations c0

ρ
→ ∗ c1 in λρ as follows:

the complexity of a multiple-step derivation is the sum of the complexities of
all its steps. (In particular, 0-step derivations have complexity 0.) For one-
step derivations, the complexity of a derivation starting with (Eval) or (Env)
is defined as the maximum of the complexities of its immediate subderivations
augmented by 1, and the complexity of an instance of (Var) is 1.

By induction on the complexity of derivations, we prove that if c0

ρ
→∗ c1, then

c0

bρ
→∗ c1. From this, Property a. follows.

For n = 0, it is trivial. For the inductive step n+1, we note that the derivation

c0

ρ
→∗ c1 has at least one step: c0

ρ
→ c′0

ρ
→∗ c1, and the complexity of c0

ρ
→ c′0 is

at most n+1. We prove that c0

bρ
→∗ c′0 by distinguishing three cases, depending

on the rule applied in the first step:

Case (Eval). Then c0 is (t0 t1)[s] and c′0 is t′0[(t1[s]) ·s′], with t0[s]
ρ
→∗ (λt′0)[s′].

We then know that the derivation t0[s]
ρ
→∗ (λt′0)[s′] has complexity ≤ n.

Then by induction hypothesis, t0[s]
bρ
→ ∗ (λt′0)[s′]. Hence we obtain the

following reduction sequence in λρ̂, where the first step is an application
of (App), and the last one is an application of (β):

(t0 t1)[s]
bρ
→ (t0[s]) (t1[s])

bρ
→∗ ((λt′0)[s′]) (t1[s])

bρ
→ t′0[(t1[s]) · s′].

Case (Var). This step is directly simulated by (Var) in λρ̂.

Case (Env). Then c0 is t[c1 · · · cm] and c′0 is t[c′1 · · · c
′

m], with ci
ρ
→∗ c′i for all

1 ≤ i ≤ m. By the definition of complexity, each of the subderivations

ci
ρ
→ ∗ c′i is of complexity not greater than n. Hence, by the induction

hypothesis, ci
bρ
→∗ c′i for all i, and successively applying (Sub) in λρ̂ yields

t[c1 · · · cm]
bρ
→∗ t[c′1 · · · cm]

bρ
→∗ · · ·

bρ
→∗ t[c′1 · · · c

′

m].

Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to the remaining reduction sequence

c′0
ρ
→∗ c1, whose complexity is at most n, and we obtain a complete simulation

of c0

ρ
→ c′0

ρ
→∗ c1 in λρ̂.

Property b: For the proof of this property we need the following three lemmas.
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Lemma 1. If c0 is a λρ-closure and c0

bρ
→∗ t[s], then there exists a λρ-closure t[s0]

such that c0

bρ
→ ∗

no t[s0] and t[s0]
bρ
→ ∗

Sub t[s], where
bρ
→ ∗

no denotes the normal order
reduction strategy in λρ̂ obtained by dropping the reduction rules (Sub) and (µ), and
bρ
→∗

Sub denotes a reduction sequence consisting only of (Sub) steps.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the complexity of the derivation c0

bρ
→∗ t[s]

along the lines of an analogous property for Curien’s λρ-calculus [12, Lemma 2.2]. To
this end, we use an intermediate calculus λρ̃ obtained from λρ̂ by replacing the (Sub)
rule by an analog of the (Env) rule of the λρ-calculus (i.e., we can collect in one step
a number of (Sub)-reductions). We immediately see that any reduction sequence in
λρ̂ can be simulated in λρ̃ and vice versa. We then prove the above lemma for λρ̃,
using the measure of complexity of (Env) derivations as in the λρ-calculus.

In the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 we make use of the following observation: in a
reduction sequence of the form

(t0[s]) (t1[s])
bρ
→∗ t′[s′]

the rule (β) must be applied at some point, because (β) is the only rule that trans-
forms a composition of closures into a single closure. Hence, within such a derivation,
t0[s] must reduce to a value, and there must be a (β) reduction applied to t1[s] (pos-
sibly also reduced).

Lemma 2. If c0 and c1 are λρ-closures, and c0

bρ
→∗

no c1, then c0

ρ
→∗ c1.

Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation c0

bρ
→∗

no c1. For the inductive case,

assume c0

bρ
→no c′0

bρ
→∗

no c1 of length n + 1. In the first step, two rules can be applied:
(Var) and (App). The former case follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.
In the latter case: according to (App), c0 = (t0t1)[s] and c′0 = (t0[s])(t1[s]). Analyzing
the reduction rules, we observe that in the subsequent reduction sequence the rule

(β) must be applied. Hence, we have t0[s]
bρ
→∗

no (λt′0)[s0] of length k1, and

c′0
bρ
→∗

no ((λt′0)[s0]) (t1[s])
bρ
→ t′0[(t1[s]) · s0]

bρ
→∗

no c1,

where the length of t′0[(t1[s]) · s0]
bρ
→∗

no c1 is k2 and k1 + 1 + k2 = n. It is easy to see
that if we start with a λρ-closure, then using the normal order reduction strategy,

(λt′0)[s0] must also be a λρ-closure. By induction hypothesis then t0[s]
ρ
→∗ (λt′0)[s0],

hence c0 = (t0 t1)[s]
ρ
→ t′0[(t1[s]) · s0] by (Eval), and t′0[(t1[s]) · s0]

ρ
→∗ c1 again by

induction hypothesis.

Using these two lemmas, we can show that the reduction sequence in λρ̂ using
only (Sub) steps can be simulated in λρ as well.

Lemma 3. If c and c′ are λρ-closures, and c
bρ
→∗

Sub
c′, then c

ρ
→∗ c′.

Proof. By induction on the structure of c′, using Lemmas 1 and 2.
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Putting the three lemmas together, we can show that for any λρ-closures c0 and c1

such that c0

bρ
→∗ c1, the reduction sequence can be reordered so that we first follow the

normal order strategy and then apply the necessary (Sub)-reductions (by Lemma 1).
By Lemmas 2 and 3, each of the two reduction sequences can then be simulated in
the λρ-calculus.

2.3 Specification of the normal-order reduction strategy

The normal-order strategy is obtained by restricting λρ̂ to the following rules:

(β) ((λt)[s]) c
bρ
→n t[c · s]

(ν)
c0

bρ
→n c′0

c0 c1

bρ
→n c′0 c1

(Var) i[c1 · · · cm]
bρ
→n ci if i ≤ m

(App) (t0 t1)[s]
bρ
→n (t0[s]) (t1[s])

We consider only closed terms, and hence the side condition on i can be omitted.
(We omit it in Sections 3 and 5.1.)

Let
bρ
→n

∗ (the call-by-name evaluation relation) denote the reflexive, transitive

closure of
bρ
→n. The grammar of values and substitutions for call-by-name evaluation

reads as follows:
(Value) v ::= (λt)[s]

(Substitution) s ::= • | c · s

2.4 Specification of the applicative-order reduction strategy

Similarly, the left-to-right applicative-order strategy is obtained by restricting λρ̂ to
the following rules:

(β) ((λt)[s]) c
bρ
→v t[c · s] if c is a value

(ν)
c0

bρ
→v c′0

c0 c1

bρ
→v c′0 c1

(µ)
c1

bρ
→v c′1

c0 c1

bρ
→v c0 c′1

if c0 is a value

(Var) i[c1 · · · cm]
bρ
→v ci if i ≤ m

(App) (t0 t1)[s]
bρ
→v (t0[s]) (t1[s])

We consider only closed terms, and hence the side condition on i can be omitted.
(We omit it in Sections 4 and 5.2.)

Let
bρ
→v

∗ (the call-by-value evaluation relation) denote the reflexive, transitive

closure of
bρ
→v. The grammar of values and substitutions for call-by-value evaluation

reads as follows:
(Value) v ::= (λt)[s]

(Substitution) s ::= • | v · s

Under call by value, both sub-components of any application c0 c1 (i.e., both c0 and
c1) are evaluated. We consider left-to-right evaluation (i.e., c0 is evaluated, and then
c1) in Section 4 and right-to-left evaluation in Section 5.2.
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2.5 Correspondence with the λ-calculus

In order to relate values in the λ-calculus with values in the language of closures,
we define a function σ that forces all the delayed substitutions in a λρ̂-closure. The
function takes a closure and a number k indicating the current depth of the processed
term (with respect to the number of surrounding λ-abstractions), and returns a λ-
term:

σ(i[s], k) =





i if i ≤ k
σ(ci−k , k) if k < i ≤ m + k and s = c1 · · · cm

i − m if i > m + k and s = c1 · · · cm

σ((t0 t1)[s], k) = (σ(t0[s], k)) (σ(t1[s], k))

σ((λt)[s], k) = λ(σ(t[s], k + 1))

σ(c0 c1, k) = σ(c0, k) σ(c1, k)

3 From normal-order reduction
to call-by-name environment machine

We present a detailed and systematic derivation of an abstract machine for call-by-
name evaluation in the λ-calculus, starting from the specification of the normal-order
reduction strategy in the λρ̂-calculus. We first follow the steps outlined by Danvy
and Nielsen in their work on refocusing [20]:

Section 3.1: We specify the normal-order reduction strategy in the form of a reduc-
tion semantics, i.e., with a one-step reduction function specified as decomposing
a non-value term into a reduction context and a redex, contracting this redex,
and plugging the contractum into the context. As is traditional, we also specify
evaluation as the transitive closure of one-step reduction.

Section 3.2: We replace the combination of plugging and decomposition by a refocus
function that iteratively goes from redex site to redex site in the reduction
sequence. The resulting ‘refocused’ evaluation function is the transitive closure
of the refocus function and takes the form of a ‘pre-abstract machine.’

Section 3.3: We merge the definitions of the transitive closure and the refocus func-
tion into a ‘staged abstract machine’ that implements the reduction rules and
the compatibility rules of the λρ̂-calculus with two separate transition functions.

Section 3.4: We inline the transition function implementing the reduction rules.
The result is an eval/apply abstract machine consisting of an ‘eval’ transition
function dispatching on closures and an ‘apply’ transition function dispatching
on contexts.

Section 3.5: We inline the apply transition function. The result is a ‘push/enter’
abstract machine.

We then simplify and transform the push/enter abstract machine:

Section 3.6: Observing that in a reduction sequence, an (App) reduction step is
always followed by a decomposition step, we coalesce these two steps into one.
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This shortcut makes the machine operate in the λρ-calculus instead of the λρ̂-
calculus.

Section 3.7: We unfold the data type of closures, making the λρ machine oper-
ate over two components—a term and a substitution—instead of over one—a
closure. The substitution component is the traditional environment of environ-
ment machines, and the resulting machine is an environment machine operating
in the λ-calculus. This machine coincides with the Krivine machine [10,12,27].
(The original version of Krivine’s machine [30, 31] is a bit more complicated,
and we treat it in Section 5.)

In Section 3.8, we state the correctness of the Krivine machine with respect to eval-
uation in the λρ̂-calculus, and in Section 3.9 we get back to the λ-calculus.

3.1 A reduction semantics for normal order

3.1.1 Reduction semantics

A reduction semantics [22,23] consists of a grammar of terms from a source language,
syntactic notions of value and redex, a collection of contraction rules, and a reduction
strategy. This reduction strategy is embodied in a grammar of reduction contexts
(terms with a hole as induced by the compatibility rules) and a plug function mapping
a term and a context into a new term. One-step reduction of a non-value term consists
in

1. decomposing the term into a redex and a reduction context,

2. contracting the redex, and

3. plugging the contractum in the reduction context.

In some reduction semantics, non-value terms are uniquely decomposed into a
redex and a context. Decomposition can then be implemented as a function mapping
a non-value term to a redex and a reduction context. Danvy and Nielsen have shown
that together with the unique decomposition property, the following property of a
reduction semantics is sufficient to define a decomposition function by induction on
terms and reduction contexts [20, Figure 2, page 8]:

Property 1. For each syntactic construct building a term out of n subterms, there is
a number 0 ≤ i ≤ n and a fixed traversal order of subterms encoded in the grammar
of the reduction contexts for this construct such that the holes of these contexts are
precisely the positions of the i subterms. Furthermore, a term with all the chosen i
subterms reduced to values is either a value or a redex,1 but not both.

Furthermore, if the redexes do not overlap, then the contraction rules can be
implemented as a function. This contraction function maps a redex into the corre-
sponding contractum.

1More precisely, such a term can be a potential redex, i.e., a proper redex or a “stuck term.” For
simplicity, we omit this issue here, since the reduction strategies we consider do not contain stuck
terms.
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3.1.2 A normal-order reduction semantics for the λρ̂-calculus

A normal-order reduction semantics for the λρ̂-calculus can be obtained from the
specification of Section 2.3 as follows: the syntactic notion of value and the collection
of reduction rules are already specified in Section 2.3, the grammar of redexes reads

(Redex) r ::= v c | i[s] | (t0 t1)[s],

and the compatibility rule (ν) induces the following grammar of reduction contexts
(written inside out):

C ::= [ ] | C [[ ] c]

For clarity of presentation, in the rest of this article we use the following abstract-
syntax notation, where a context C [[ ] c] is represented by a tagged pair ARG(c, C ):

(Context) C ::= [ ] | ARG(c, C )

In the present case, all the conditions mentioned in Section 3.1.1 are satisfied; in
particular, the traversal order of subterms is leftmost innermost. We can therefore
define the following three functions:

decompose : Closure → Value + (Redex × Context)
contract : Redex → Closure

plug : Closure × Context → Closure

3.1.3 Decomposition

We define decompose as a transition function mapping a non-value closure to a redex
and a context. For simplicity, we generalize this function to arbitrary closures by
making it map value closures to themselves:

decompose : Closure → Value + (Redex × Context)
decompose c = decompose′ (c, [ ])

decompose′ : Closure × Context → Value + (Redex × Context)
decompose′ (i[s], C ) = (i[s], C )

decompose′ ((λt)[s], C ) = decompose′
aux

(C , (λt)[s])
decompose′ ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = ((t0 t1)[s], C )

decompose′ (c0 c1, C ) = decompose′ (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

decompose′
aux

: Context × Value → Value + (Redex × Context)
decompose′

aux
([ ], v) = v

decompose′
aux

(ARG(c, C ), v) = (v c, C )

The main decomposition function, decompose, uses two auxiliary transition functions
that work according to Property 1:

• decompose′ is passed a closure and a reduction context. It dispatches on the
closure and iteratively builds the reduction context:

– if the current closure is a value, then decompose′
aux

is called to inspect the
context;

– if the current closure is a redex, then a decomposition is found; and
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– otherwise, a subclosure of the current closure is chosen to be visited in a
new context.

• decompose′
aux

is passed a reduction context and a value. It dispatches on the
reduction context: if the current context is empty, then the value is the result
of the function; otherwise, the top constructor of the context is analyzed. In
the present case, there is only one such constructor and no more subclosures
need to be visited since a redex has been found.

3.1.4 Contraction

We define contract by cases, as a straightforward implementation of the contraction
rules:

contract : Redex → Closure

contract (((λt)[s]) c) = t[c · s]
contract (i[c1 · · · cm]) = ci

contract ((t0 t1)[s]) = (t0[s]) (t1[s])

3.1.5 Plugging

We define plug by structural induction over the reduction context. It iteratively peels
off the context and thus also takes the form of a transition function:

plug : Closure× Context → Closure

plug (c, [ ]) = c
plug (c0, ARG(c1, C )) = plug (c0 c1,C )

3.1.6 One-step reduction

Given these three functions, we can define a one-step reduction function that decom-
poses a non-value closure into a redex and a context, contracts this redex, and plugs
the contractum in the context. For simplicity, we generalize this function to arbitrary
closures by making it map value closures to themselves:

reduce : Closure → Closure

reduce c = case decompose c
of v ⇒ v
| (r, C ) ⇒ plug (c,C ) where c = contract r

The following proposition is a consequence of the unique-decomposition property.

Proposition 2. For any non-value closure c and for any closure c′, c
bρ
→n c′ ⇔

reduce c = c′.

3.1.7 Reduction-based evaluation

Finally, we can define evaluation using the reflexive, transitive closure of one-step
reduction. For simplicity, we use decompose to test whether a value has been reached:

iterate : Value + (Redex × Context) → Value

iterate v = v
iterate (r, C ) = iterate (decompose (plug (c,C ))) where c = contract r
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evaluate : Term → Value

evaluate t = iterate (decompose (t[•]))

This evaluation function is partial because a reduction sequence might not terminate.

Proposition 3. For any closed term t and any value v, t[•]
bρ
→n

∗ v ⇔ evaluate t = v.

3.2 A pre-abstract machine

The reduction sequence implemented by evaluation can be depicted as follows:

◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D ◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D ◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D

◦
contract

// ◦

plug
<<zzzzzzzzz

◦
contract

// ◦

plug
<<zzzzzzzzz

◦
contract

// ◦

At each step, an intermediate term is constructed by the function plug; it is then
immediately decomposed by the subsequent call to decompose. In earlier work [20],
Danvy and Nielsen pointed out that the composition of plug and decompose could be
replaced by a more efficient function, refocus, that would directly go from redex site
to redex site in the reduction sequence:

◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D ◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D ◦
decompose

""DD
DD

DD
DD

D

//____ ◦
contract

// ◦

plug
<<zzzzzzzzz

refocus
//________ ◦

contract
// ◦

plug
<<zzzzzzzzz

refocus
//________ ◦

contract
// ◦

The essence of refocusing for a reduction semantics satisfying the unique decomposi-
tion property is captured in the following proposition:

Proposition 4 (Danvy and Nielsen [15, 20]). For any closure c and reduction
context C ,

decompose (plug (c,C )) = decompose′ (c, C )

The definition of the refocus function is therefore a clone of that of decompose′.
In particular, it involves an auxiliary function refocusaux and takes the form of two
state-transition functions, i.e., of an abstract machine:

refocus : Closure × Context → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocus (i[s], C ) = (i[s], C )

refocus ((λt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λt)[s])
refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = ((t0 t1)[s], C )

refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

refocusaux : Context × Value → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocusaux ([ ], v) = v

refocusaux (ARG(c, C ), v) = (v c, C )

In this abstract machine, the configurations are pairs of a closure and a context; the
final transitions are specified by refocusaux and by the first and third clauses of refocus;
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and the initial transition is specified by two clauses of the corresponding ‘refocused’
evaluation function, which reads as follows:

iterate : Value + (Redex × Context) → Value

iterate v = v
iterate (r, C ) = iterate (refocus (c, C )) where c = contract r

evaluate : Term → Value

evaluate t = iterate (refocus (t[•], [ ]))

(For the initial call to iterate, we have exploited the double equality decompose(t[•]) =
decompose (plug (t[•], [ ])) = refocus (t[•], [ ]).)

This evaluation function computes the transitive closure of refocus using the aux-
iliary function iterate as a trampoline [26]. Due to the non-tail call to refocus in
iterate, we refer to this evaluation function as a ‘pre-abstract machine.’

3.3 A staged abstract machine

To transform the pre-abstract machine (i.e., the transitive closure of a state-transition
function) into an abstract machine (i.e., a state-transition function), we distribute
the calls to iterate from the definitions of evaluate and of iterate to the definitions of
refocus and refocusaux:

evaluate : Term → Value

evaluate t = refocus (t[•], [ ])

iterate : Value + (Redex × Context) → Value

iterate v = v
iterate (r, C ) = refocus (c, C ) where c = contract r

refocus : Closure × Context → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocus (i[s], C ) = iterate (i[s], C )

refocus ((λt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λt)[s])
refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = iterate ((t0 t1)[s], C )

refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

refocusaux : Context × Value → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocusaux ([ ], v) = iterate v

refocusaux (ARG(c, C ), v) = iterate (v c, C )

The resulting definitions of evaluate, iterate, refocus, and refocusaux are that of four
mutually recursive transition functions that form an abstract machine. In this ab-
stract machine, the configurations are pairs of a closure and a context, the initial
transition is specified by evaluate, and the final transition in the first clause of iterate.
The compatibility rules are implemented by refocus and refocusaux, and the reduction
rules by the call to contract in the second clause of iterate. We can make this last
point even more manifest by inlining contract in the definition of iterate:

iterate v = v
iterate (i[c1 · · · cm], C ) = refocus (ci, C )

iterate ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )
iterate (((λt)[s]) c, C ) = refocus (t[c · s], C )
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By construction, the machine therefore separately implements the reduction rules
(with iterate) and the compatibility rules (with refocus and refocusaux); for this reason,
we refer to it as a ‘staged abstract machine.’

3.4 An eval/apply abstract machine

As already observed by Danvy and Nielsen in their work on refocusing, inlining
iterate yields an eval/apply abstract machine [35]. Inlining the calls to iterate in the
staged abstract machine yields the following eval/apply machine, where refocus (the
‘eval’ transition function) dispatches on closures and refocusaux (the ‘apply’ function)
dispatches on contexts:

evaluate t = refocus (t[•], [ ])

refocus (i[c1 · · · cm], C ) = refocus (ci, C )
refocus ((λt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λt)[s])

refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )
refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

refocusaux ([ ], (λt)[s]) = (λt)[s]
refocusaux (ARG(c, C ), (λt)[s]) = refocus (t[c · s], C )

3.5 A push/enter abstract machine

As already observed by Ager et al. [3], inlining the apply transition function in a call-
by-name eval/apply abstract machine yields a push/enter machine: when a function
is entered, its arguments are immediately available on the stack [35]. Inlining the
calls to refocusaux in the eval/apply abstract machine yields the following machine:

evaluate t = refocus (t[•], [ ])

refocus (i[c1 · · · cm], C ) = refocus (ci, C )
refocus ((λt)[s], [ ]) = (λt)[s]

refocus ((λt)[s], ARG(c, C )) = refocus (t[c · s], C )
refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )

refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

3.6 A push/enter abstract machine for the λρ-calculus

The abstract machine of Section 3.5 only produces an application of closures through
an (App) reduction step (second-to-last clause of refocus). We observe that in a
reduction sequence, an (App) reduction step is always followed by a decomposition
step (last clause of refocus). As a shortcut, we coalesce the two consecutive transitions
into one, replacing the last two clauses of refocus with the following one:

refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus (t0[s], ARG(t1[s], C ))

The resulting machine never produces any application of closures and therefore works
for the λρ-calculus as well as for the λρ̂-calculus with the grammar of closures re-
stricted to that of λρ.
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3.7 An environment machine for the λ-calculus

Finally, we unfold the data type of closures. If we read each syntactic category in λρ
as a type, then the type of closures is recursive:

Closure
def
= µX.Term × List(X)

and furthermore
Substitution

def
= List(Closure).

Hence one unfolding of the type Closure yields Term×Substitution. Therefore, for any
closure t[s] of type Closure, its unfolding gives a pair (t, s) of type Term×Substitution.
We replace each closure in the definition of evaluate and refocus, in Section 3.6, by its
unfolding. Flattening (Term×Substitution)×Context into Term×Substitution×Context

yields the following abstract machine:

v ::= (λt, s)
C ::= [ ] | ARG((t, s), C )

evaluate : Term → Value

evaluate t = refocus (t, •, [ ])

refocus : Term × Substitution× Context → Value

refocus (i, (t1, s1) · · · (tm, sm), C ) = refocus (ti, si, C )
refocus (λt, s, [ ]) = (λt, s)

refocus (λt, s, ARG((t′, s′), C )) = refocus (t, (t′, s′) · s, C )
refocus (t0 t1, s, C ) = refocus (t0, s, ARG((t1, s), C ))

We observe that this machine coincides with the Krivine machine [10,12,27], in which
evaluation contexts are treated as last-in, first-out lists (i.e., stacks) of closures. In
particular, the substitution component assumes the role of the environment.

Therefore, unfolding the data type of closures crystallizes the connection between
explicit substitutions in calculi and environments in abstract machines.

3.8 Correctness

We state the correctness of the final result—the Krivine machine—with respect to
evaluation in the λρ̂-calculus.

Theorem 1. For any closed term t in λρ̂,

t[•]
bρ
→n

∗ (λt′)[s] if and only if evaluate t = (λt′, s).

Proof. The proof relies on the correctness of refocusing [20], and the (trivial) meaning
preservation of each of the subsequent transformations.

The theorem states that the Krivine machine is correct in the sense that it computes
closed weak head normal forms and that it realizes the normal-order strategy in the
λρ̂-calculus, which makes it a call-by-name machine [36]. Furthermore, each of the
intermediate abstract machines is also correct with respect to call-by-name evaluation
in the λρ̂-calculus. Since the reductions according to the normal-order strategy in λρ
can be simulated in λρ̂ (see Proposition 1), as a byproduct we obtain the correctness
of the Krivine machine also with respect to Curien’s original calculus of closures:
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Corollary 1. For any term t in λρ,

t[•]
ρ
→n

∗ (λt′)[s] if and only if evaluate t = (λt′, s).

3.9 Correspondence with the λ-calculus

The Krivine machine is generally presented as an environment machine for call-by-
name evaluation in the λ-calculus. The following theorem formalizes this correspon-
dence using the substitution function σ defined in Section 2.5.

Theorem 2 (Correspondence). For any λ-term t, t →∗

n λt′ if and only if

evaluate t = (λt′′, s) and σ((λt′′)[s], 0) = λt′.

Proof. Both implications rely on Corollary 1. The left-to-right implication relies on
the following property, proved by structural induction on t:

If t →n t′, then t[•]
bρ
→n

∗ c and σ(c, 0) = t′.

In order to prove the converse implication, we observe that if c
bρ
→n c′, then either

σ(c, 0) →n σ(c′, 0), if the (β) rule is applied or σ(c, 0) = σ(c′, 0) otherwise. The proof
is done by structural induction on c, using the fact that σ(t[s], j +1){σ(c, 0)/j +1} =
σ(t[c · s], j).

Curien, Hardin and Lévy consider several weak calculi of explicit substitutions
capable of simulating call-by-name evaluation [13]. They relate these calculi to the
λ-calculus with de Bruijn indices in much the same way as we do above. In fact, our
substitution function σ performs exactly σ-normalization in their strong calculus λσ
for the restricted grammar of closures and substitutions of the λρ-calculus, and the
structure of the proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of their Theorem 3.6 [13]. More
recently, Wand has used a translation U from closures to λ-terms with names that is
an analog of σ, and presented a similar simple proof of the correctness of the Krivine
machine for the λ-calculus with names [44].

4 From applicative-order reduction

to call-by-value environment machine

Starting with the applicative-order reduction strategy specified in Section 2.4, we
follow the same procedure as in Section 3.

4.1 The reduction semantics for left-to-right applicative order

We first specify a reduction semantics for applicative-order reduction. The grammar
of the source language is specified in Section 2.2, the syntactic notion of value and
the collection of reduction rules are specified in Section 2.4, and the compatibility
rules (ν) and (µ) induce the following grammar of reduction contexts:

C ::= [ ] | C [[ ] c] | C [v [ ]]
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Again, for clarity we use an abstract-syntax notation for reduction contexts, extend-
ing the one of Section 3.1 with FUN(v, C ) for C [v [ ]]:

(Context) C ::= [ ] | ARG(c, C ) | FUN(v, C )

The redexes do not overlap and the source language satisfies a unique-decomposition
property with respect to the applicative-order reduction strategy. Therefore, as in
Section 3.1 we can define a contraction function, a decomposition function, a plug
function, a one-step reduction function, and an evaluation function.

4.2 From evaluation function to environment machine

We now take the same steps as in Section 3. The reduction semantics of Section 4.1
satisfies Property 1 and the corresponding refocus function is therefore defined as
follows:

refocus : Closure × Context → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocus (i[s], C ) = (i[s], C )

refocus ((λt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λt)[s])
refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = ((t0 t1)[s], C )

refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

refocusaux : Context × Value → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocusaux ([ ], v) = v

refocusaux (ARG(c, C ), v) = refocus (c, FUN(v, C ))
refocusaux (FUN(v′, C ), v) = (v′ v, C )

We successively transform the resulting pre-abstract machine into a staged abstract
machine and an eval/apply abstract machine.

The eval/apply abstract machine reads as follows:

evaluate t = refocus (t[•], [ ])

refocus (i[v1 · · · vm], C ) = refocusaux (C , vi)
refocus ((λt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λt)[s])

refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )
refocus (c0 c1, C ) = refocus (c0, ARG(c1, C ))

refocusaux ([ ], v) = v
refocusaux (ARG(c, C ), (λt)[s]) = refocus (c, FUN((λt)[s], C ))
refocusaux (FUN((λt)[s], C ), v) = refocus (t[v · s], C )

As in Section 3.6, we observe that we can shortcut the third and the fourth clauses
of refocus (they are the only producer and consumer of an application of closures,
respectively). We can then unfold the data type of closures, as in Section 3.7, and
obtain an eval/apply environment machine. This environment machine coincides
with Felleisen et al.’s CEK machine [23].

Unlike in Section 3.5, inlining refocusaux does not yield a push/enter architecture
because when a function is entered, its arguments are not immediately available on
the stack but still have to be evaluated. In addition, the resulting transition function
dispatches on all its arguments, like the SECD machine [17, 32].
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4.3 Correctness and correspondence with the λ-calculus

As in Section 3.8, we state the correctness of the eval/apply machine with respect to
the λρ̂-calculus.

Theorem 3. For any term t in λρ̂,

t[•]
bρ
→v

∗ (λt′)[s′] if and only if evaluate t = (λt′, s′).

The theorem states that the eval/apply machine is correct in the sense that it com-
putes closed weak head normal forms, and it realizes the applicative-order strategy
in the λρ̂-calculus, which makes it a call-by-value machine [36]. Furthermore, each
of the intermediate abstract machines is also correct with respect to call-by-value
evaluation in the λρ̂-calculus.

The CEK machine is generally presented as an environment machine for call-by-
value evaluation in the λ-calculus. The following theorem formalizes this correspon-
dence, using the substitution function σ defined in Section 2.5.

Theorem 4 (Correspondence). For any λ-term t, t →∗

v λt′ if and only if

evaluate t = (λt′′, s) and σ((λt′′)[s], 0) = λt′.

5 A notion of context-sensitive reduction

The Krivine machine, as usually presented in the literature [1,3,10–12,20,25,27–29,
34, 42, 44], contracts one β-redex at a time. The original version [30, 31], however,
grammatically distinguishes nested λ-abstractions and contracts nested β-redexes in
one step. Similarly, Leroy’s Zinc machine [33] optimizes curried applications.

Krivine’s language of λ-terms reads as follows:

(terms) t ::= i | t t | λnt

for n ≥ 1, and where a nested λ-abstraction λnt corresponds to

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
λλ. . . λ t, i.e., to n

nested λ-abstractions, where t is not a λ-abstraction.
In Krivine’s machine, and using the same notation as in Section 3, (nested) β-

reduction is implemented by the following transition:

refocus (λnt, s, ARG((t1, s1), . . . ARG((tn, sn), C ) . . .))
= refocus (t, (tn, sn) · · · (t1, s1) · s, C )

This transition implements a nested β-reduction not just for the pair of terms forming
a β-redex, or even for a tuple of terms forming a nested β-redex, but for a nested
λ-abstraction and the context of its application. The contraction function is therefore
not solely defined over the redex to contract, but over a term and its context: it is
context-sensitive.

In this section, we adjust the definition of a reduction semantics with a contract

function that maps a redex and its context to a contractum and its context. Nothing
else changes in the definition, and therefore the refocusing method still applies. We
first consider normal order, and we show how the Krivine machine arises, how the
original version of Krivine’s machine also arises, and how one can derive a slightly
more perspicuous version of this original version, based on an observation due to
Wand. We then consider applicative order, and we show how the Zinc machine
arises.
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5.1 Normal order: variants of Krivine’s machine

Let us consider the language of the λρ̂-calculus based on Krivine’s modified grammar
of terms. Together with the language comes the following grammar of reduction
contexts, which is induced by the compatibility rule (ν), just as in Section 3.1:

C ::= [ ] | ARG(c, C )

Let us adapt the notion of reduction of Section 2.3 for context-sensitive reduction
in λρ̂:

(β+) ((λnt)[s], ARG(c1, . . . ARG(cn, C ) . . .))
bρ
→n (t[cn · · · c1 · s], C )

(Var) (i[c1 · · · cm], C )
bρ
→n (ci, C )

(App) ((t0 t1)[s], C )
bρ
→n ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )

The new (β+) rule is the only reduction rule that actually depends on the context
(i.e., the context remains unchanged in the other two rules).

We notice that with the context-sensitive notion of reduction we are in position
to express the one-step normal-order strategy already in the λρ-calculus, if we bypass
the construction of closure application in (App) and directly construct the reduction
context obtained in Section 3.6:

(App′) ((t0 t1)[s], C )
bρ
→n (t0[s], ARG(t1[s], C )).

In the context-sensitive reduction semantics corresponding to this normal-order
context-sensitive reduction strategy, contract has type Redex × Context → Closure ×
Context and the one-step reduction function (see Section 3.1) reads as follows:

reduce c = case decompose c
of v ⇒ v
| (r, C ) ⇒ plug (c′,C ′) where (c′, C ′) = contract (r, C )

We then take the same steps as in Section 3. We consider three variants, each of
which depends on the specification of n in each instance of (β+).

5.1.1 The Krivine machine

Here, for each application we choose n to be 1. We then take the same steps as in
Section 3, and obtain the same machine as in Section 3.7, i.e., the Krivine machine.

Therefore, the Krivine machine can be obtained in three ways:

1. using a context-insensitive reduction semantics in λρ̂ (as in Section 3),

2. using a context-sensitive reduction semantics in λρ̂, as in the present section,
and

3. using a context-sensitive reduction semantics in λρ, as in the present section.

Similarly, there are three ways of obtaining an abstract machine for right-to-left
applicative order.
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5.1.2 The original version of Krivine’s machine

Here, for each application we choose n to be the “arity” of each nested λ-abstraction,
i.e., the number of nested λ’s surrounding a term (the body of the innermost λ-
abstraction) which is not a λ-abstraction.

We then take the same steps as in Section 3, and obtain the same machine as
Krivine [30,31]. As pointed out by Wand [44], however, since the number of arguments
is required to match the number of nested λ-abstractions, the machine becomes stuck
if there are not enough arguments in the context, even though a weak head normal
form exists. We handle this case by adapting the β+-rule as described next.

5.1.3 An adjusted version of Krivine’s machine

Here, for each application we choose n to be the smallest number between the arity of
each nested λ-abstraction and the number of nested applications.2 (So, for example,
n = 1 for (λλt, ARG(c1, [ ])).)

We then take the same steps as in Section 3, and obtain a version of Krivine’s
machine that directly computes weak head normal forms.

5.2 Right-to-left applicative order: variants of the Zinc ma-
chine

From Landin [32] to Leroy [33], implementors of call-by-value functional languages
have looked fondly upon right-to-left evaluation (i.e., evaluating the actual parameter
before the function part of an application) because of its fit with a stack implemen-
tation: when the function part of a (curried) application yields a functional value,
its parameter(s) is (are) available on top of the stack, as in the call-by-name case. In
this section, we consider right-to-left applicative order and call by value, which as in
the normal order and call-by-name case, give rise to a push/enter abstract machine.

We first adapt the rules of Section 2.4 for context-sensitive reduction in λρ̂. First
of all, the compatibility rules (ν) and (µ), for right-to-left applicative order, induce
the following grammar of contexts:

C ::= [ ] | C [[ ] v] | C [c [ ]]

As in Sections 3.1 and 4.1, we introduce a more convenient abstract-syntax notation
for reduction contexts:

(Context) C ::= [ ] | ARG(v, C ) | FUN(c, C )

This grammar differs from the one of Section 4.1 because it is for right-to-left instead
of for left-to-right applicative order; C [[ ]v] is written ARG(v, C ) and C [c[ ]] is written
FUN(c, C ).

2Alternatively, we can handle this case by stating the β+-rule as follows:

(β+) ((λnt)[s], ARG(c1, . . .ARG(cn′ , C )))
bρ
→n ((λn

′′

t)[cn′′ · · · c1 · s], ARG(cn′′+1, . . . ARG(cn′ , C )))

where n′′ = min(n, n′).
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The notion of reduction is defined through the following rules:

(β+) ((λnt)[s], ARG(v1, . . . ARG(vn, C ) . . .))
bρ
→v (t[vn · · · v1 · s], C )

(Var) (i[v1 · · · vm], C )
bρ
→v (vi, C )

(App) ((t0 t1)[s], C )
bρ
→v ((t0[s]) (t1[s]), C )

Similarly to the call-by-name case, the only context-sensitive reduction rule is
(β+) (we specify n as in Section 5.1.3).

As in Section 5.1.1, we notice that with the context-sensitive notion of reduction
we are in position to express the one-step applicative-order strategy in the λρ-calculus
if we replace (App) with a context-sensitive rule as follows:

(App′) ((t0 t1)[s], C )
bρ
→v (t1[s], FUN(t0[s], C )).

We now take the same steps as in Section 4. The reduction semantics of Sec-
tion 4.1, adapted to the grammar of contexts and to the reduction rules above,
satisfies Property 1 and the corresponding refocus function is defined as follows:

refocus : Closure × Context → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocus (i[s], C ) = (i[s], C )

refocus ((λnt)[s], C ) = refocusaux (C , (λnt)[s])
refocus ((t0 t1)[s], C ) = refocus (t1[s], FUN(t0[s], C ))

refocusaux : Context × Value → Value + (Redex × Context)
refocusaux ([ ], v) = v

refocusaux (FUN(c, C ), v) = refocus (c, ARG(v, C ))
refocusaux (ARG(v′, C ), v) = (v, ARG(v′, C ))

We then successively transform the resulting pre-abstract machine into a staged ab-
stract machine, an eval/apply abstract machine, a push/enter abstract machine, and
a push/enter abstract machine with unfolded closures.

The resulting environment machine reads as follows:

evaluate t = refocus (t, •, [ ])

refocus (i, (t1, s1) · · · (tm, sm), C ) = refocus (ti, si, C )
refocus (λnt, s, [ ]) = (λnt, s)

refocus (λnt, s, FUN((t′, s′), C )) = refocus (t′, s′, ARG((λnt, s), C ))
refocus (λnt, s, ARG(v1, . . . ARG(vn, C ) . . .)) = refocus (t, vn · . . . · v1 · s, C )

refocus (t0 t1, s, C ) = refocus (t1, s, FUN((t0, s), C ))

This machine corresponds to an instance of Leroy’s Zinc machine for the pure λ-
calculus [33, Chapter 3], with the proviso that it operates directly on λ-terms instead
of over an instruction set (which has been said to be the difference between an abstract
machine and a virtual machine [2]). Moreover, in the Zinc machine the sequence of
values on the stack (denoted here by ARG(v1, . . . ARG(vn, C ) . . .)) is delimited by a
stack mark that separates already evaluated terms from unevaluated ones. The Zinc
machine was developed independently of Krivine’s machine and to the best of our
knowledge the reconstruction outlined here is new.
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6 A space optimization for call-by-name evaluation

In the compilation model of ALGOL 60, which is a call-by-name programming lan-
guage, identifiers occurring as actual parameters are compiled by (1) looking up their
value in the current environment, and (2) passing this value to the callee [38, Sec-
tion 2.5.4.10, pages 109-110]. The rationale is that under call by name, an identifier
denotes a thunk, so there is no need to create another thunk for it. This compilation
rule avoids a space leak at run time and it is commonly used in implementations of
lazy functional programming languages.

To circumvent the space leak, one extends the Krivine machine with the following
clause for the case where the actual parameter is a variable:

refocus (t0 i, (t1, s1) · · · (tm, sm), C )
= refocus (t0, (t1, s1) · · · (tm, sm), ARG((ti, si), C ))

We observe that circumventing the space leak has an analogue in the normal-order
reduction semantics: it corresponds to adding the following contraction rule to the
λρ̂-calculus:

(App′′) (t0 i)[c1 · · · cm]
bρ
→n (t0[c1 · · · cm]) ci

This addition shortens the reduction sequence of a given λ-term towards its weak
head normal form.

The context-insensitive reduction semantics: Taking the same steps as in
Section 3 mechanically leads one to the Krivine machine with the space optimization.
Crégut has considered this space-optimized version [10] and Friedman, Ghuloum,
Siek, and Winebarger have measured the impact of this optimization for a lazy version
of the Krivine machine [25].

The context-sensitive reduction semantics: Taking the same steps as in Sec-
tion 3 mechanically leads one to an adjusted version of Krivine’s machine with the
space optimization.

7 Actual substitutions, explicit substitutions, and
environments

The derivations in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 hint at a bigger picture that we draw
in Figure 1 and describe in Section 7.1. We then address the reversibility of the
derivation steps in Section 7.2.

7.1 A derivational taxonomy of abstract machines

Let us analyze Figure 1.
The left-most column concerns the reduction and evaluation of terms with actual

substitutions (λ). The second column concerns the reduction and evaluation of terms
with explicit substitutions (λρ̂). The third column concerns the evaluation of terms
with explicit substitutions (λρ). The right-most column concerns the evaluation of
terms using an environment.
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Figure 1: A derivational taxonomy of abstract machines

Reading down each column follows Danvy and Nielsen’s work on refocusing [20].
They show how to go from a reduction-based evaluation function (obtained as the
reflexive-transitive closure of a one-step reduction function) to a pre-abstract ma-
chine, and then to a staged machine, an eval/apply machine, and, for call by name
and right-to-left call by value, a push/enter machine.

The connections between the columns in the 4 × 4-matrix are new. Given a
closure (i.e., a term and a substitution), carrying out the substitution in this term
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yields a new term. Through this operation (depicted with the short dotted arrow
in the diagram and written σ in Section 2.5), we can go from each of the abstract
machines for λρ̂-closures to the corresponding abstract machine for λ-terms. To go
from each of the abstract machines for λρ̂-closures to the corresponding abstract
machine for λρ-closures, we coalesce the (App) reduction step with the subsequent
decomposition step. To go from each of the abstract machines for λρ-closures to
the corresponding environment machine, we unfold the data type of closures into a
pair of term and substitution (the unfolded substitution acts as the environment of
the machine). Finally, given a term and an environment, carrying out the delayed
substitutions represented by the environment in the term (using σ again) yields a new
term. Through this operation (depicted with the long dotted arrow in the diagram),
we can go from each of the environment machines to the corresponding abstract
machine for λ-terms.

In their original presentation of refocusing [20], Danvy and Nielsen considered
substitution-based machines and followed the first column in the diagram. In Sec-
tions 3 and 5, the derivations follow the second column all the way down to a
push/enter machine, and then across the columns to the right, to the corresponding
push/enter environment machine. In Section 4, we go down the second column to
an eval/apply abstract machine, and then across the columns to the right, to the
corresponding eval/apply environment machine.

In their original presentation of refocusing [20], Danvy and Nielsen observed that
the eval/apply machine with actual substitution corresponding to applicative-order
reduction coincides with Felleisen et al.’s CK machine [23]. In Section 3, we observed
that the push/enter environment machine corresponding to normal-order reduction
coincides with the Krivine machine [10, 12, 27]. In Section 4, we observed that the
eval/apply environment machine corresponding to applicative-order reduction coin-
cides with Felleisen’s et al.’s CEK machine [23]. In Section 5, we observed that
a context-sensitive reduction semantics gives rise to the original version of Kriv-
ine’s machine [31] and to the Zinc machine [33]. In Section 6, we observed that
the space optimization of two families of call-by-name machines corresponds to two
reduction semantics. Obtaining staged abstract machines was one of the goals of
Hardin, Maranget, and Pagano’s study of functional runtime systems using explicit
substitutions [29]; these machines arise mechanically here.

Each of the machines in Figure 1 is thus of independent value. Furthermore, and
as investigated by Danvy and his students in their study of the functional correspon-
dence between compositional evaluation functions and abstract machines [3–5,17], the
eval/apply machines are in defunctionalized form [19, 39] and they can be ‘refunc-
tionalized’ into a continuation-passing evaluation function which itself can be written
in direct style [14]. This direct-style evaluation function implements a big-step op-
erational semantics. Because of the closures, the result is again in defunctionalized
form and can be refunctionalized into an evaluation function. It turns out that the
resulting evaluation functions are compositional and therefore each of them imple-
ments the valuation function of a denotational semantics, where environments are
also used. Put together, the syntactic correspondence between calculi and abstract
machines presented here and the functional correspondence between intensional ab-
stract machines and extensional evaluation functions therefore pave the way from
reduction-based to reduction-free evaluation [15].
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7.2 Reversibility of the derivation steps

Going from a push/enter machine to the corresponding eval/apply machine or from a
push/enter machine or an eval/apply machine to a staged machine requires a degree
of insight [29]. Going from a staged machine to a pre-abstract machine and from
a pre-abstract machine to a reduction semantics is mechanical. We are, however,
not aware of any systematic method to go from an arbitrary abstract machine to a
reduction semantics [7, 24].

Going from an environment machine where the environment is treated as a list
to a closure-based machine is done by folding the pair (term, environment) into a
closure. The resulting machine mediates between an environment-based specification
and an explicit-substitution-based specification. Obtaining an explicit-substitution-
based machine from this intermediate machine, however, requires a major architec-
tural overhaul.

8 Conclusion

Curien originally presented a simple calculus of closures, the λρ-calculus, as an ab-
stract framework for environment machines [12]. This approach gave rise to a general
study of explicit substitutions [1,13,29,34,41,42] where a number of abstract machines
have been obtained through a combination of skill and ingenuity.

We have presented a concrete framework for environment machines where abstract
machines are methodically derived from specifications of reduction strategies. The
correctness of the resulting machines is ensured by the correctness of the derivation
method. The derivation is based on Danvy and Nielsen’s refocusing technique, which
requires the one-step specification of a reduction strategy, i.e., a reduction seman-
tics. For this reason, we needed to extend Curien’s original λρ-calculus with closure
application, which results in the λρ̂-calculus.

We have illustrated the concrete framework by uniformly deriving several inde-
pendently known environment machines—the Krivine machine, the original version
of Krivine’s machine, Felleisen et al.’s CEK machine, and Leroy’s Zinc machine—
from the normal-order and the applicative-order reduction strategies expressed in
the λρ̂-calculus, both in context-insensitive and in context-sensitive form. The last
step of the derivation (closure unfolding) crystallizes the connection between calculi
of explicit substitutions and environment machines.

In a further work [8], we have used the concrete framework to study context-
sensitive calculi of explicit substitutions for a number of impure cases: first-class con-
tinuations, delimited continuations, i/o, stack inspection, proper tail-recursion, lazy
evaluation, and the λµ-calculus. We have found that the concrete framework scales
up seamlessly and provides a syntactic correspondence between context-sensitive cal-
culi of explicit substitutions and environment machines accounting for computational
effects.
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